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a b s t r a c t

Vibrational energy harvesting devices are often designed in a manner analogous to

classical dynamic vibration absorbers (DVAs). An electromechanical mass–spring system

is devised so as to resonate at the frequency most dominant in the environmental

vibration spectrum; the consequent device oscillation is converted to a electrical signal

which is harnessed for immediate usage or as a charging mechanism for a battery. The

DVA is likewise designed but with the intention of inducing substantial inertial influence

upon a host structure for vibration control purposes, either to globally dampen the

vibration of the main body or, in an undamped configuration to ‘‘absorb’’ the primary

system vibration at a single frequency. This paper describes the development of an

electromechanical mass–spring–damper which seeks to serve both goals of passive

vibration control and energy harvesting. The device utilizes a piezoelectric film spring

and a distributed mass layer so as to be suitable for the attenuation of surface vibrations

and to convert a portion of the absorbed energy into electric power. The development

and design of the device are presented and the results of realistic tests are provided to

show both the potentials and the challenges encountered when attempting to superpose

the goals of vibration control and energy harvesting.

& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Much research has been conducted to convert ambient vibrational energy into electrical power with a general aim to
reduce or eliminate the reliance on disposable power sources in remote environments or for self-powered MEMS [1–4].
Resonant devices are designed such that they have a natural frequency equal to the frequency of vibration most prominent
in the host structure [5–8]. The damping induced upon the structure via energy harvesting is itself well-known from the
perspective of a first-order dissipative influence between the electrical and mechanical domains [9–14]. This is recognized
to be a consistent effect for most energy harvesting platforms (e.g. piezoelectric, electromagnetic, etc.) such that in some
cases the analyses have been conducted assuming that the consequence of electromechanical coupling may be simplified
to an equivalent damping term in a mechanical governing equation [1,15,16]. This approach is known to present an
incomplete picture for energy harvesting studies when the coupling strength is moderate to great [8,14,17] but does
provide a straightforward and intuitive understanding of the fundamental electromechanical influences.
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Many energy harvesting studies assume that the harvester is excited by an infinite resource of energy in the form of
base excitation or applied forces [1,2,7,8,15,16]. In the event that the harvester becomes more inertially substantial
relative to the greater vibrating structure, different analyses must be applied. This perspective is also exemplified in the
study of multi-modal harvesters [18–21] or multi-mass harvesters [22,23] in which case the degrees-of-freedom (DOF) of
the harvester themselves dynamically interact. Given the analogy between a DVA and energy harvester, this larger view of
the excited host vibrating structure and attached harvester brings to light the potential for concurrent vibration control
and energy harvesting. Thus, the study becomes a dual-objective approach whereby the electromechanical device is both a
passive vibration control implement and power harvesting device. Studies have recently considered this perspective as a
multi-objective optimization problem [24] and have probed for insight into how one goal may be achieved relative to the
other [25].

It is this perspective which the present work adopts. The focus application of the study is on the vibrations of structural
panels which are oftentimes a source of undesirable radiated noise. The panels may be excited via a number of means
(structural–acoustic coupling, direct forces, traveling waves through a frame, etc.), yielding a vibration spectrum regularly
dominant at frequencies less than 200 Hz. In order to suppress such vibrations, numerous passive treatment designs have
been considered including constrained-layer damping [26,27], arrays of discrete mass–spring systems [28–31], and
continuously distributed spring–mass layers [32–34]. In contrast to merely dissipating the energy mechanically, this paper
presents the design and development of a distributed electromechanical device capable of practical vibration control and
energy conversion for power harvesting applications.

The design of the energy harvesting vibration absorber (EHVA) is here presented. The configuration implements a
corrugated piezoelectric film (PVDF) spring in conjunction with a distributed mass layer. The development of the PVDF
spring is provided in detail to justify its final design. Initial laboratory shaker tests are presented that show the
fundamental mass–spring dynamics and indicate some difficulties in the current manufacture of the device. Two tests
using sample EHVAs are presented to highlight practical issues involved in simultaneous passive vibration control and
energy harvesting with recommendations for future investigation and means by which to evaluate both objectives
concurrently.

2. EHVA design

2.1. Related concepts and design selection

An objective of this work is to develop a device suitable for the passive attention of surface vibration. Given the
distributed nature of the primary, excited system, it is logical to pursue a solution which will be distributed over the
surface of the host structure. This is the framework which the present study adopts and is like-minded with other research
that have considered distributions of oscillators [28–31] or continuously distributed devices [32–34] for surface vibration
control.

From a one-dimensional perspective, the cantilevered piezoelectric beam harvester employs a piezoelectric spring with
an inertial mass. This is also the classical vibration absorber construction. However, a cantilevered beam induces moments
upon a host structure. While a reactive moment working on a vibrating structural panel may be useful in suppressing
vibration—and it is duly noted that this is in fact the basis for much piezoelectric patch shunt damping or active control
research [12,13,35,36]—substantial forces would be more practical if a suitable design may be devised to yield a
distributed force over the vibrating surface. Thus, a design was pursued which would utilize the dynamic concept of the
DVA for a distributed platform while also using available electromechanical elements to convert the strain energy to an
electrical signal for energy harvesting. Therefore, as opposed to the development of a second-order electrical suppression
effect in the style of resonant-shunt piezoelectric devices [10,12,37], the present study aims to develop a second-order
mechanical effect while still employing an electromechanical mechanism.

Some devices may be found in the literature for active structural and/or noise control which utilize piezoelectric
elements not directly attached to the vibrating structure, but instead embedded within the device itself. Smart foam is one
such device, consisting of an activated PVDF film curvature within a poroelastic material for both passive and active
vibration and noise control purposes [38–41]. Other studies have considered this same configuration but have added a
distributed top mass layer [42], such that in tandem with the poroelastic foam, the full device exhibits a rigid-body motion
natural frequency, as the mass compresses the foam spring beneath it. Used passively, the embedded PVDF film within the
poroelastic material may an energy harvesting implement as it is strained during compression of the foam spring.
However, the low concentration of film (and use of PVDF itself which has low electromechanical coupling) was recently
found to yield marginal electrical output from analytical investigation [34].

If employing PVDF film as the energy conversion mechanism, despite its advantageous low-cost relative to other
piezoelectric materials, it must be used in sufficient concentration within the spring design so as to provide a viable net
electrical signal. An active PVDF film spring curvature was earlier patented [43] and later used with a mass layer for the
similar aim of active and passive vibration control purposes [32]. In this configuration, a sinusoidally or circularly
corrugated PVDF film is attached to a distributed mass layer; as opposed to the spring being embedded within a greater
medium, the corrugated PVDF spring fully supports the mass layer and as such has greater active control authority given
the concentration of PVDF material. Fig. 1 shows a cross-section of this design ultimately employed in the present work.



Fig. 1. Cross-section of the device with a distributed mass layer and distributed spring layer (corrugated piezoelectric film) bounded by two non-poled

PVDF sheets.

Fig. 2. FE model geometry indicating tangential strain component, Et , to be computed along the PVDF film arc length. (For interpretation of the references

to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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A distributed mass layer is adhered to a circularly corrugated PVDF spring layer, the latter being constrained to its form by
thin lines of epoxy to two non-poled PVDF film sheets.

As the mass compresses the PVDF spring beneath it when the device vibrates in a single degree-of-freedom (SDOF)
resonance, it may be logical to presume that the bending strain induced along the film curvature would change sign at
certain locations: strain nodes. These features have been shown to be an important consideration in multi-modal
piezoelectric beam energy harvesting, namely that etching of the surface electrodes and recombination of the separate
signals out-of-phase is necessary in order to avoid electrical output cancelation [44]. As a result it was imperative to
evaluate where strain nodes may exist along the wavelength, l, of the present PVDF film spring such that the electrode
surfaces may be appropriately etched.

2.2. Strain node investigation

Finite element (FE) analysis was employed to determine strain node locations as the EHVA vibrates in SDOF resonance.
A half-cross-section model of typical geometry was developed using the COMSOL software package [45] with an
eigenvalue solver. A schematic of the model geometry is shown in Fig. 2. For this structural analysis, the necessary input
parameters were Young’s modulus, E, density, r, and thickness h, for the piezoelectric and mass layers, using subscripts p

and m, respectively. As the strain along the piezoelectric film surface is of interest, the surface tangential strain, Et , was
computed along the electrode half-wavelength, denoted as the red dotted line in Fig. 2, from the Cartesian strain
components, Ex and Ey, as

Et ¼ Ex9cos y9þEy9sin y9, 0ryrp ð1Þ

where y¼ p=2 indicates the center point along the arc length depicted in Fig. 2. In the FE model, symmetric boundary
conditions were used for both planes x¼0 and x¼ l=2 and the bottom point of the PVDF film at x¼ l=2 was kept fixed.
Thus, the first eigensolution of this model corresponds to the SDOF rigid-body resonance dynamic. Geometric and material
parameters used in the model are given in Table 1. A fine mesh was selected and further mesh refinement showed no
improvement in the predictions, providing assurance for proper convergence.

Fig. 3 plots a deformed surface plot of the FE model results for the first eigenmode, indicating the shape of the device
cross-section at one half-cycle through the SDOF resonance dynamic. The surface contour represents the tangential strain



Fig. 3. FE model output of normalized tangential strain showing deformed shaped of device cross-section at one half-cycle of SDOF resonance.

Fig. 4. Normalized tangential strain on top film surface.

Table 1
Geometric and material properties for FE simulation.

Em (GPa) rm (kg m�3) hm (mm) Ep (GPa) rp (kg m�3) hp (mm) l (mm)

200 7850 1 2.9 1780 0.1 20
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computed everywhere over the film section, normalized to the maximum value. The SDOF rigid-body motion of the device
is evident from the deformed section shape, as the mass layer moves rigidly and compresses the corrugated film beneath
it, inducing a bending surface strain along the PVDF film. It is this strain on the top and bottom film surfaces which is of
importance, as these are the locations of the electrodes which cover the film for charge extraction or activation.

Fig. 4 plots the normalized tangential strain of the top PVDF film surface (dashed red line in Fig. 2 schematic) along the
arc length of the sample, from the top (indicated as �1 on the x-axis) to the bottom (þ1 on the x-axis). Intuitively, there is
a strain node, Et ¼ 0, located near to the center along the arc length. Additionally, there are two strain nodes at
approximately 70.7 along the normalized arc length from center. However, these strain nodes do not yield a change in
sign of the tangential surface strain. They are the result of the change in influence of the vector components of Et as the
regions of the arc length o�0:7 and 40:7 are dominated by Ex while the center portion 4�0:7 to o0:7 is dominated by
Ey. Since the tangential strain changes sign only at the approximate center along the arc length, the electrode surface need
only be etched at these locations.
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3. Experimental sample construction

As the FE model considered just one half-wavelength of the device cross-section, this indicates that the corrugated
PVDF spring must be etched twice per wavelength, on the top and bottom film surfaces, at approximately the center
position of the arc length (thus, four etches per wavelength). Fig. 5 depicts the etched film construction for a multitude of
corrugations. While the etched locations occur every l=2 from the perspective of the cross-section after corrugation, the
PVDF film must naturally be etched prior to corrugation in which case the etch-to-etch distance is pl=4 due to the final
circular corrugation shape.

All the samples considered in this work were constructed by the author and great care was taken to as accurately as
possible reproduce this etching distance along the length of the many corrugations. In the present study, etching was
undertaken by hand using an exceptionally fine watercolor brush and ferric chloride solution, but the author recognizes
that such etching techniques are performed in industries such as circuit board manufacture. Thus, while it was difficult in
practice to construct experimental samples of absolute regularity, there are practical industrial-scale solutions to
maintaining consistent etching and construction for the present EHVA design.

The etched PVDF film was held in place to the non-poled PVDF film sheets via very thin lines of quick-drying epoxy.
These distributed piezoelectric spring samples were allowed to cure for several days after which a top mass layer was
bonded via a thin layer of epoxy to one of the non-poled PVDF film sheets, thus completing the final sample. Only after
several additional days of curing the samples were employed for testing. Immediately prior to being implemented in tests,
electrode leads were attached with copper conductive adhesive and further secured using masking tape. Fig. 6(a) shows a
photograph of one small sample used for shaker testing and Fig. 6(b) shows a close-up of the etched and corrugated PVDF
film spring.

4. Experimental SDOF response via shaker testing

Several samples were constructed using identical design parameters as given in Table 2. A total of 6 wavelengths of the
corrugated PVDF film were used and the top mass layer did not extend beyond this span. The EHVA depth was 50 mm.
Tests were conducted using a modal shaker platform to excite the sample in purely SDOF response and the measurements
taken were of the platform acceleration (accelerometer), the top mass velocity (laser vibrometer), and electrical voltage
output from the etched electrode leads as measured across an external load resistance kept constant at 560 kO. From these
Fig. 5. PVDF film surface after etching and (a) before corrugation and (b) after corrugation.

Fig. 6. Complete EHVA sample. (a) Full device. (b) Zoom of etched electrode surfaces.



Table 2
Geometric and material properties for shaker test samples.

Em (GPa) rm (kg m�3) hm (mm) Ep (GPa) rp (kg m�3) hp (mm) l (mm)

200 7850 1 2.9 1780 0.0286 12.7

Fig. 7. Comparison of two identical experimental sample (a) acceleration FRFs and (b) voltage FRFs. The substantial deviation in the responses was

concluded to be the result of the epoxy bonds between the corrugated and bounding PVDF film sheets.
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measurements were computed the acceleration FRF of the top mass acceleration to the input acceleration and the voltage
FRF of the output voltage to the input acceleration. The top mass acceleration was determined by taking the derivative of
the top mass velocity measurements.

Fig. 7 plots the acceleration FRF and voltage FRF for two such samples. Despite being constructed using an identical
parameter design, a substantial difference in the sample stiffness and damping is indicated by the location and magnitude
of the SDOF resonance frequency. After considerable experience of producing the parts by hand, the discrepancies from
part-to-part were deemed to be the result of the epoxy bonds between the corrugated film and the bounding non-poled
PVDF sheets. Using too much epoxy was found to ironically both stiffen and dampen the samples: the prior because there
was reduced distance from joint-to-joint thus making the transverse deflection less flexible and the latter because the
epoxy is inherently a dissipative polymer once cured. Thus, for sample 2 in Fig. 7, it is anticipated that an increase in epoxy
was ultimately the cause for such a large increase in the SDOF resonance frequency from sample 1, as well as the damping
increase which is seen to adversely affect the voltage response in Fig. 7(b).

Curve-fitting both plots with 2nd-order polynomials from whose roots may be determined the loss factor of the sample
shows that sample 1 has an equivalent loss factor of 5.5% while sample 2 has a loss factor of 11.7%. As a result of iterative
investigations in constructing the samples and determining the consistency of part-to-part mechanical and electrical
output, it was determined that the epoxy was an unfortunately influential and necessary component in the present design.
Great care was thereafter taken to use as little epoxy as possible while still manufacturing parts capable of amply
constraining the corrugated PVDF film spring.

Lastly, the dynamic responses of sample 1 in Fig. 7 around 240 Hz were known to be the result of rigid-body rotation of
the top mass [46]; this same feature was observed for sample 2 but at a frequency greater than those shown in Fig. 7. This
effect is unavoidable in practice when applying EHVAs to modally vibrating surfaces but is not observed to adversely affect
the harvested output or vibration control capability of the device near to its SDOF resonance. So long as the EHVAs were
positioned on an antinode of the surface modal vibration having an eigenfrequency equal to the SDOF resonance frequency
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of the EHVA, the harvesters were observed to perform as designed in suppressing the host structure vibration and
converting a portion of the energy into electrical power.
5. Laboratory test: EHVA on a panel

Following shaker testing to confirm the anticipated fundamental mechanical and electrical dynamics of the EHVAs,
several further samples were produced to be used for testing on a vibrating surface, namely an aircraft-grade structural
panel. A test panel was constructed of aluminum and mounted on thin shims to closely replicate classical simple support
boundary conditions. A shaker, short stinger and force transducer were attached to the panel center to excite the panel
with white noise from 50–200 Hz. On the opposite side of the panel, an accelerometer was placed at the panel center at the
location of the stinger and force transducer mounting bolt, as indicated in Fig. 8. The (1,1) mode of the panel was measured
to be 89.5 Hz and the accelerance transfer function (TF) was computed as the transfer function between the accelerometer
output and the input force. Only the lowest structural mode was of interest in the present study given that most ambient
vibration for energy harvesting applications is likely to result from the deflection of a structure in its fundamental mode.

The EHVA was designed so as to exhibit a SDOF transverse natural frequency of 94 Hz, near to the natural frequency of
the panel (1,1) mode (material selection and the concerns of epoxy made it difficult to exactly achieve a SDOF resonance of
89.5 Hz and thus 94 Hz was deemed admissible for testing). The EHVA was thereafter placed as close to panel center as
possible (shown in Fig. 8) secured with a thin adhesive layer. The accelerance between the input force and the panel center
acceleration was again computed for a variety of load resistances, R1, attached to the EHVA electrodes combined out-of-
phase. The EHVA constituted an additional 1% of mass to the panel or, alternatively, a mass ratio of m¼ 0:0102.

The panel response before and after application of the EHVA is plotted in Fig. 9 for several selections of load resistance
of R1. Like a classical one-dimensional (1D) vibration absorber, the EHVA significantly attenuates the panel (1,1) mode;
greater than 15 dB of mechanical attenuation is observed. Two split resonances are induced by the device: 79 and 104 Hz.
This effect is characteristic of traditional vibration absorbers [47] indicating a similarity between the present distributed
EHVA design for structures and point mass–spring–dampers for 1D mechanical systems.

As the load resistance R1 is modified additional dynamic influence is induced by the EHVA. A minor shunt damping
effect and increase in the higher split resonance frequency are observed as R1 increases. No further damping or increase in
the split resonance frequency was observed for larger values of R1 than 820 kO, nor was any change observed for smaller
R1 than the panel response shown for R1 ¼ 150 kO. The shunt damping effect is that which has been observed in prior work
Fig. 8. Panel test schematic with the EHVA placed close to panel center.

Fig. 9. Panel accelerance of the (1,1) mode before and after application of the EHVA, m¼ 0:0102, as R1 is modified.



Fig. 10. Panel acceleration and EHVA electrode pair voltage output across R1 ¼ 150 kO when the panel is excited at 100 Hz.
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regarding damping induced via piezoelectric energy harvesting [9,10,12,13]. In other words, as R1 is modified the
piezoelectric spring is stiffened and damped to varying degrees, which thereafter affects how it dynamically couples to the
vibrating panel.

Past piezoelectric energy harvesting studies have exploited this shunt damping effect, for instance in the simultaneous
suppression of wing flutter while converting the piezoceramic harvester strain energy into electrical power [48]. In that
study, 6 dB attenuation of the flow-induced vibration was achieved. In the present work, less than 1 dB additional
attenuation of the split resonance around 104 Hz is achieved. However, the device mechanically attenuates the panel
vibration by greater than 15 dB. Since a mechanically undamped vibration absorber would induce lightly damped split
resonances (the dissipation being the result of host structural losses), it is observed that the much more damped split
resonances induced by the EHVA in Fig. 9 at 79 and 104 Hz are the result of the mechanical damping features of the PVDF
film itself and not a consequence of energy harvesting. As was noted in Section 4, the mechanical loss factor of the EHVA
samples was at a minimum around 5.5% which represents an average value of mechanical loss factor for PVDF film
depending on the polymer blend [49], and sets a baseline for the anticipated mechanical losses the present EHVA will
induce.

Fig. 10 plots the time response of the base panel center acceleration and the EHVA electrode pair voltage response
across a load resistance of R1 ¼ 150 kO when the panel is excited only at 100 Hz. In the present configuration, maximum
EHVA voltage would be measured when the device mass layer is displaced in the downward-most position of its SDOF
vibration cycle, as shown in Fig. 3. Positive accelerations indicate the panel is displacing downwards.

For clarity, consider the response in Fig. 10 at the time of 210 ms. The acceleration is nearly zero (the panel is not
displaced from equilibrium) and the induced voltage in the harvesting circuit is most positive (the EHVA top mass is
displaced most downwards). This serves as validation for the term vibration ‘‘absorber’’ given that the panel displacement
is nearly zero while the EHVA top mass is most displaced in its cycle. These dynamics are furthermore characteristic of
2DOF systems when the individual natural frequencies of the sub-systems are very similar [50]. Additionally, in Fig. 10 the
device electrical response is observed to be very nearly linear under the present excitation amplitude. Linearity was also
observed for higher levels of excitation in Ref. [51] for the present EHVA design.

Fig. 10 also indicates that for a peak acceleration of approximately 0.5 g (4.9 m s�2), the EHVA outputs an average
electrical power of 0:560 mW. (Assuming a peak voltage of vp ¼ 0:41 V and computing average power as Pave ¼ v2

p=2R1).
Though this is a small amount of electrical power compared to other energy harvester prototypes in the literature [52], the
present device uses piezoelectric film for conversion of the mechanical strain to electrical potential. Piezoelectric film is
substantially less electromechanically coupled than the more conventional piezoceramics of many harvester prototypes in
the literature and thus yields a reduced net electrical output. From other testing including evaluation on the shaker
platform, the amplitude of electrical output was observed to be readily influenced by the consistency of the etching which,
as mentioned in Section 3 was carried out by hand. As a result, while some samples achieved very high electrical output
despite using PVDF film (i.e. as opposed to highly coupled PZT materials) like sample 1 in Fig. 7(b), other samples were less
promising simply due to present manufacturing limitations. Lastly, the mechanical damping of the present EHVA design is
notably more dominant than the energy harvesting damping that is induced, as indicated in Fig. 9. So, while the sample
used for the plate testing may have not been as accurately constructed as for instance sample 1 of Fig. 7, it may be argued
that the mechanical losses of the piezoelectric film make the present EHVA design better suited to vibration control than
energy harvesting.
6. Application test: EHVA on a city bus structural panel

A fundamental element in vibrational energy harvesting is the selection of sources of ambient vibration of sufficient
magnitude and continuity such that energy may be consistently converted. This is one practical reason why large bridges
are a typical focus: vibration due to either moving vehicular loads [53] or wind-induced vibrations [54] are regular and
rarely cease entirely. Another reason why bridges are often of interest is that they are also the focus of structural health
monitoring applications where power supplied by energy harvesting devices would be advantageous.
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Though it might not be feasible to simultaneously attenuate bridge vibrations while converting the absorbed energy into
electrical power, other common sources of vibration are much better suited for the application of an EHVA. For example,
structural panels in many transportation systems (airplanes, ships, automobiles, etc.) are regularly excited in their lowest
order modes, the vibration of which may itself be undesired if not also the radiation of noise from the panel due to fluid–
structure interaction. In many such modern vehicles, there is a significant mass of power transmission cabling strung from the
main power source (combustion engine, jet engine, etc.) through the chassis of the vehicle. It may be that vibrational energy
harvesting may serve to reduce the necessity for such cabling mass and thus lighten the load carried by the engine (assuming
the EHVA to be lighter than the cabling mass it replaces), making the vehicle more mobile and over greater distances.

A typical city bus is the focus for the present EHVA, Fig. 11. Within the bus is located a structural panel which is
partially suspended and supported by several bolts, serving as a safety guard for passengers near to the rear door. Fig. 12
shows the panel with a shaker attachment and an accelerometer array. The panel is outlined by a green dash; some of the
Fig. 11. A city bus, the target of the EHVA application.

Fig. 12. Structural panel near rear door instrumented with accelerometer array and attached to shaker for testing. The panel span is indicated by the

green dash lines; some mounting bolts are featured via yellow arrows. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is

referred to the web version of this article.)
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mounting bolts are indicated by yellow arrows. In day-to-day use, it is found that the panel, composed of an 11 mm thick
piece of polycarbonate plastic, vibrates substantially due to even small road vibration input. While the bus idles, the diesel
engine vibrations, transmitted through the chassis, are themselves capable of exciting the panel in its lowest modes.
Though the panel is made of a highly damped plastic material, the method of securing the panel with poles directly
attached to the bus chassis ensures that the amplitude of panel vibrations are significant. To prevent the vibrations from
impacting the seats in front of the panel, the transit authority installed thick bumpers between the seat and the panel,
which in fact result in the pair of seats vibrating along with the panel.

It is was therefore desired to develop an EHVA for the purpose of attenuating the panel vibrations as well as to show the
potential for such devices to be useful sources of electrical power, for instance to reduce the necessity of power
transmission cabling. After taking preliminary vibration measurements of the structural panel, it was found that the
lowest natural frequencies occurred at 14, 38.5 and 44.5 Hz. Finite element (FE) modeling determined the operational
deflection shapes of these frequencies. (The model was constructed using a 2D Mindlin plate eigenfrequency analysis with
bolt connections modeled as point simple supports.) Fig. 13 plots the predicted mode shapes for the lowest six resonances;
the mounting bolts are shown as black dots in each image.

From an energy harvesting perspective, it is desirable to apply a harvester device which exhibits a natural frequency
equal to the lowest order vibrational response of the main structure. In this case, the first mode occurred at 14 Hz. From a
practical perspective, it was known that constructing the present EHVA design was difficult for such low frequencies. To
achieve an EHVA resonance below approximately 20 Hz, either the thickness of the corrugated piezoelectric film could be
reduced or the mass of the top layer could be increased. However, in both cases laboratory experience showed that
achieving natural frequencies less than 20 Hz inevitably resulted in static deformation of the spring due to mass loading;
this led to a highly nonlinear elastic and electric response and typically device self-destruction for even moderate
excitation levels. This represents a limitation of the present device design in achieving useful electrical output but other
studies have indeed developed prototype piezoelectric harvesters having resonance frequencies below 20 Hz without
detrimental nonlinearities [55]. Thus, for the present EHVA design, it was determined to target the attenuation of and
energy harvesting from the second mode of the panel at 38.5 Hz which would, naturally, be the second most easily excited
mode of the panel due to impulsive sources like road vibration.

An EHVA was therefore constructed with a corrugated piezoelectric film thickness of 52 mm and wavelength 25.4 mm. An
analytical model [51] predicted the device would exhibit a SDOF natural frequency of approximately 39 Hz. A layer of double-
sided tape was added to the bottom non-poled PVDF film sheet for secure adhesion to the bus panel. The EHVA was then
applied to the panel centerline as close to the position of the second mode antinode as possible; the EHVA position is indicated
by the black outline in Fig. 13. The mass ratio of the EHVA relative to the panel was measured to be m¼ 0:0361 or 3.61%.

The shaker connection to the panel (via a stinger and force transducer) was positioned so as to excite both the
symmetric and asymmetric modes. The panel vibration before and after application of the EHVA for several load
resistances is shown in Fig. 14; the untreated panel vibration is indicated by the dashed plot. The panel mode at 14 Hz is
slightly attenuated and shifted in frequency slightly due to mass loading of the EHVA. At 38.5 Hz, the EHVA substantially
suppresses the vibration inducing split resonances at 37 and approximately 43 Hz. The higher split resonance becomes
blended into the frequency response for the third mode at 44.5 Hz, making it difficult to distinguish between the two
distinct dynamics. Due to the positioning of the EHVA on a nodal line of the third mode, none of the third mode vibration is
attenuated. Simply by coincidence because of the proximity in frequency of the second and third modes, there is a
dramatic difference in vibration response from 41 to 44 Hz: a 23 dB difference as indicated in Fig. 14(b).
Fig. 13. Lowest six modes of bus panel predicted by FE analysis; modal number indicated in the white circle; black dots indicate the mounting bolt

locations; EHVA device placement outlined in black.



Fig. 14. Panel vibration before and after application of the EHVA for a variety of R1: (a) full spectrum measured and (b) around the SDOF natural

frequency of the EHVA (second panel mode).

Fig. 15. Power transfer function magnitude output by the EHVA for a variety of R1: (a) full spectrum measured and (b) around the SDOF natural

frequency of the EHVA (second panel mode).
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As is clearer in Fig. 14(b), changes in the load resistance are found to provide increased levels of shunt damping. Such
changes appear to influence the lower and higher split resonances individually. This is difficult to determine with
assurance for the higher split resonance due, again, to the close proximity of the third mode. However, for the lower split
resonance at 37 Hz it is seen that a load resistance of R1 ¼ 330 or 680 kO provide approximately a 3 dB increase in shunt
damping effects as compared with R1 ¼ 120 kO. But, as in the laboratory test in Section 5, the mechanical influence of the
EHVA dominates in terms of achieving panel vibration attenuation.

Fig. 15 plots the power transfer function (TF) (average electrical power against the input force) for a variety of load
resistances. It is clear that the EHVA outputs maximum electrical power at the frequencies of the two split resonances.
Fig. 15(b) also shows that the higher split resonance occurs at 43 Hz as opposed to truly being blended into the third mode
at 44.5 Hz. As in other energy harvesting studies, there may be found an optimum selection of R1 to maximize the
harvested power for the device excited near to its natural frequency [14]. Like the earlier laboratory test, due to the
dynamic coupling between the device and the panel, the EHVA outputs greatest electrical power at the split resonance of
43 Hz as opposed to its original, or tuned, natural frequency of 39 Hz.

The electrical power generated for three frequencies and a variety of load resistances is plotted in Fig. 16. The
maximum power TF achieved occurs at 43 Hz with a load resistance of R1 ¼ 680 kO: 0.0109 W N�2. Therefore, the shaker
then excited the panel with single frequency vibration at 43 Hz and the EHVA was attached to a load resistance of 680 kO.
The amplitude of acceleration of the panel directly beneath the EHVA was 2.61 g (25.6 m s�2). The average power was
computed to be 13:6 mW (peak voltage of 4.30 V across the load resistance). From the limitations imposed by the panel
modal frequencies and the design and placement of the EHVA, this is a reasonable achievement for an energy harvesting
design using piezoelectric film for electromechanical conversion. Furthermore, this power output occurs simultaneously
while the device suppresses the panel vibrations at the second mode by approximately 8 dB. In the absence of such design



Fig. 16. Power transfer function magnitude for a variety of load resistances at 42, 43 and 44 Hz.
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constraints, particularly the inability to ‘‘tune’’ the device for the mode at 14 Hz, it is likely that much improved
performance for vibration control and energy harvesting objectives may be attained.

A final point should be made in regard to the metric of the power transfer function. For a 1D analysis of an EHVA on a
main vibrating system, this TF is appropriate and yields meaningful information. Namely, this is because the main system
acceleration would be directly related to the driving force by Newton’s second law. Therefore, one could determine the
amount of main system acceleration for convenient comparison to other harvesting metrics in the literature (often W g�2).
However, for distributed parameter systems, the acceleration is spatially dependent. Thus, the power TF measured earlier
as 0.0109 W N�2 seems to suggest that for a unit force input, the device could generate 10.9 mW of power which
unfortunately is not the case since the applied force must accelerate the full surface. The use of the power TF, though
providing useful spectral plots indicating where maximum electrical output is achieved, is limited in benefit for
distributed parameter systems. The actual electrical power generated during single frequency excitation is perhaps the
best alternative for comparison to other results in the literature.

7. Conclusions

To date, simultaneous energy harvesting and vibration control has been pursued via several routes. Direct shunt
damping effects on the harvesters themselves have been widely explored. In addition, other studies have exploited the
electrical damping effect to attenuate the vibrations of the main structure to which the harvesters are applied, e.g.

piezoelectric patches on vibrating structures. In contrast, the present study sought to exert a substantially increased
mechanical influence on the host structure by designing the harvester in the style of a classical vibration absorber having
an included electromechanical conversion mechanism.

The development process of the present EHVA, utilizing a circularly corrugated piezoelectric film as the distributed
spring layer, was described in detail. After determination of appropriate design and manufacturing approaches, several
EHVA samples were found in laboratory and field tests to be capable of significant mechanical vibration attenuation
though minor shunt damping effects were observed as a result of the energy harvesting circuit connection. The measured
electrical power output for these tests during single frequency excitation—0:560 mW and 13:6 mW, respectively—may be
less than other harvesters in the literature, but it should be emphasized that the present EHVA achieved these results
while simultaneously providing substantial attenuation of the host structural vibrations.

Were it possible to decrease the piezoelectric film spring layer mechanical damping it is likely that greater electrical
output would be achieved since the EHVA would be more resonant. At the same time, such a reduction in mechanical
damping might inhibit the EHVA vibration attenuation capability depending on whether an increased shunt damping
effect is consequently induced. Nevertheless, the present study showed an example of vibration control concern which
may be alleviated using a device that supplies significant mechanical attenuation to meet the control problem while
simultaneously converts a portion of the absorbed energy into electrical power.
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